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EndNote X9 is a reference management software that 
frees students from the tedious work of manually 
collecting and curating research materials and 
formatting bibliographies, but also gives them ease 
and control in coordinating with teammates.

NOW AVAILABLE!

• Share a library of references or just a portion with NEW group 
sharing options

• Ensure bibliographic accuracy with NEW Refreshed Styles to 
update references to key styles such as Chicago, ALA, MLA, APA

• Now with Citation Reports powered by Web of Science

Description DSC# SRP Cost
EndNote X9 Commercial 122284 $249.95 $184.44
EndNote X9 Commercial Upgrade 122285 $99.95 $92.22
EndNote X9 Student Edition 122286 $115.95 $96.67

Smarter Teamwork  |  Smarter Workflow  |  Smarter Insights

Volume licensing options available.  
Contact licensing@dstewart.com for more information. 
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Share Any Whiteboard  
with Kaptivo

Improve remote collaboration and streamline whiteboard image capture with Kaptivo. Kaptivo 
is easy to integrate with no training required. Kaptivo mounts above whiteboards already in the 
classroom making, it easy to start livestreaming or capturing images of lessons instantly.

Focus on the Discussion
Enable students to fully 

participate in the moment 
without the distraction of 
rapid note-taking and text 

that is hard to read.

No Complicated 
Technology

No clunky hardware, 
software, or special markers 
to slow users down. Enables 

anyone to get started 
without training.

Upgrade Every Room
Cost-effective pricing 
enables educators to 
modernize multiple 
whiteboards across 

classrooms, libraries, and 
study rooms.

Deal Registration »

Kaptivo Whiteboard Capture System
DSC# 120289  |  SRP $995.00  |  Cost $759.82

Contact your DSC Account Manager for more information and to order.
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Your notes with you. Anywhere. Anytime. 
Smartpen reliably transfers notes to computer or mobile device. 
Free companion applications, Echo Desktop1 and Livescribe+2, 
makes it easy to manage, edit and access notes.

Livescribe Echo Smartpen
DSC# 98825 
SRP $179.95  |  Cost $142.06

Livescribe 3 Smartpen
DSC# 81550 
SRP $179.95  |  Cost $142.06 

Livescribe smartpens digitally capture everything a student writes,  
hears, or says. What starts on paper, doesn't have to stay there. 

Save, Search and Share 
Livescribe applications turn 
handwritten notes into 
searchable text that can be easily 
edited, tagged and shared.

Record and Play
Students can record everything 
they write, hear or say. Replay your 
lectures, study sessions or meetings 
simply by tapping on your notes 
on paper/using paper playback 
controls.

Transcription supported in 22 languages2

Auto Send to Cloud Services 
Students can sync their notes automatically to your
Evernote, OneNote and other cloud service applications in 
multiple formats like searchable PDF, PNG, and TXT.

1Echo Desktop application is available for Win & Mac. Compatible with Echo Smartpens only.
2Livescribe+ mobile application is available for iOS & Android. Compatible with Livescribe 3 Smartpen.

Contact us at 800-279-2795 or sales.support@dstewart.com to learn more.

Never Miss a Word
Livescribe smartpens bring words and ideas into the digital world.
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Save Time and Be 
Successful with Office
Get great work done with the Office 
suite. An easy and reliable way to create, 
communicate, and collaborate, Office is 
available for PC and Mac making it easy 
for districts to fully deploy the software.

Office Home and Student for PC
Includes Word 2016, Excel 2016,  
PowerPoint 2016, and OneNote 2016.

DSC# 105229  |  SRP $149.99  |  Cost $134.65

Office 365 Personal
Includes the latest version of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, 
Outlook, Publisher, and Access for 1 user. Get 1TB of OneDrive 
per user and 60 monthly minutes on Skype with subscription.

DSC# 105228  |  SRP $69.99  |  Cost $58.86

Office Home and Student for Mac
Includes Word 2016, Excel 2016,  
PowerPoint 2016, and OneNote 2016.

DSC# 105230  |  SRP $149.99  |  Cost $134.65

Office 365 Home
Includes the latest version of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, 
Outlook, Publisher, and Access for 5 users. Get 1TB of OneDrive 
per user and 60 monthly minutes on Skype with subscription.

DSC# 105227  |  SRP $99.99  |  Cost $84.13

ESD options also available—please visit www.dstewart.com for additional details.

Get Started »
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We’ve all heard that education is shifting to prepare 
students for the workforce. But what exactly is changing 
in the classroom? Here is a guide for moving to a 
collaborative classroom.

The Layout:
• Table pods instead of rows of desks

• Computers/tablets for every student with screen sharing 
instead of whiteboards or smartboards 

• Flexible seating instead of assigned seats

• Tables with whiteboard surfaces

Why the Shift:
• Resembles real life social and employment situations

• Helps develop skills such as creativity, critical thinking, 
collaboration, and communication

• Teaches students how to listen and ask good questions

• Encourages student responsibility for their learning

Tips:
• Maintain your vision when implementing your  

collaborative classroom

• Make the classroom flexible so it can change with the job force

• Don’t revolve the implication of a collaborative classroom 
around a product

• Be open to trying something new

Collaborative Classrooms:  
What You Need to Know

Click here to read our full article about collaborative classrooms.
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pi-top modular laptop with Raspberry Pi 
3 Model B+.
DSC# 119984 
SRP $319.99  |  Cost $287.39

    

pi-topCEED modular desktop with  
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+.
DSC# 120010 
SRP $149.99  |  Cost $134.78

    

pi-top Learning System – 30 Unit Bundle  
(3 year curriculum plan included).
DSC# 121245  |  SRP $45,000*
*Also available in 15 unit bundles!
*EDU pricing available through resellers.
Can be purchased all up front or split across a 3 
year payment plan.

pi-top™ is an award-winning ecosystem 
designed to make experimenting, coding, 
and building electronics simple, affordable, 
and fun. Students create unique and exciting 
physical projects while having fun interacting 
with the digital world, bringing them one step 
closer to becoming an inventor.

Shop Now »
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Flex Your Space
Educators can quickly configure their active learning environment 
to meet the needs of any collaboration space. From student 
tables to teacher lecterns, Spectrum Industries has the furniture 
educators need to make classrooms collaborative.

INNOVATIVE FURNITURE  
connecting you with technology™

Contact us at 800-279-2795 or sales.support@dstewart.com to learn more.

Flex Active Flip Table
Spectrum took their Flex Active Table and flipped it! With a simple pull, users can 
quickly and easily flip the table to a nesting position for easy storage. The Flex Active 
Flip™ Table's top flips making storage easy, even in small spaces,  allowing educators to 
quickly reconfigure their active learning environment. 

DSC# 122663  |  SRP $532.00  |  Cost $266.00
DSC# 122667  |  SRP $596.00  |  Cost $298.00

TechCenter
The Spectrum TechCenter is everything educators need, all in one place. This mobile 
solution allows for a portable TV display, dry erase board, and cabinet storage. Optional 
pull-out shelves are available among many other options.

DSC# 122616  |  SRP $3,674.00  |  Cost $1,793.27

Shop Spectrum » 10% Deal Registration » Schedule an Onsite Demo »

*Custom options available on these and other Spectrum offerings. Call today for a quote.

Shop TechCenter »

Shop Flex Active Flip Table »
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SHOP SYMANTEC »

Keeping Students Safe Online
Norton Security gives educators the best of Norton for the many ways they and their students 

connect. With a simple solution, users get malware protection that’s specialized to secure students’ 
devices—PCs, Macs, and tablets*. With proactive web protection, advanced privacy technology, and 

more, it’s one of the solutions to keep their information, and their devices safe.

Norton Security Standard  
1 User, 1 Device

DSC# 76827 
SRP $69.99  |  Cost $46.66

Norton Security Deluxe  
1 User, 5 Devices

DSC# 76803 
SRP $89.99  |  Cost $62.21

Norton Security Premium  
1 User, 10 Devices

DSC# 76818 
SRP $109.99  |  Cost $69.99

*Norton Security covers PCs, Macs, Androids, iPads, and iPhones. Not all features are available on all platforms.
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Live. Dare. Create.

With a light, super-accurate pen and 
free downloadable software* to suite 
users' style, Wacom Intuos is built to 
bring users' wildest ideas to life.

Description Color Size DSC# SRP Cost
Wacom Intuos Black Small 119073EDU $79.95 $64.18
Wacom Intuos w/ Bluetooth Black Small 119075EDU $99.95 $80.23
Wacom Intuos w/ Bluetooth Green Small 119077EDU $99.95 $80.23
Wacom Intuos w/ Bluetooth Black Medium 119079EDU $199.95 $160.51
Wacom Intuos w/ Bluetooth Green Medium 119081EDU $199.95 $160.51

*To get your complimentary software you need to sign-in or create a Wacom ID with your personal data and register your Intuos. 
Additional registration with software vendors might be required. Number of available software depends on the model.

Explore new ways to get 
creative with Wacom Intuos

Available in small  
and medium sizes

Battery-free  
Pen 4K

Right or  
Left-handed use

Black,  
Pistachio Green

USB only or  
USB/Bluetooth®  
models available

Windows Mac

Tablet Size Pen Ergonomics Color Connection Compatibility

Shop Wacom Intuos »
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Stay informed on industry new and trends. 
Subscribe to the DSC VARconnection blog for 

information on the K-12 industry.

Subscribe to  
VARConnection

Subscribe to our 
VARconnection blog!
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